
 

QUEEN’S CAMPUS LIBRARY STUDENT USERS’ FORUM 

 
9 February 2010 

Present: Miss J A Hodgson, Queen’s Campus Library Manager (Secretary); Mrs H D Robb, 
Faculty Support Librarian; Dr C J Skelton-Foord, Head of Collection Services (Chair); 
Miss H Thornber, Communications Officer; and the Presidents of Stephenson and 
Snow Colleges, the DSU Welfare Officer, and eight students representing: the 
Departments of Economics and Finance, Foundation, Human Sciences and 
Psychology. 

 
 

M I N U T E S 
 
1. STUDENTS’ BUSINESS 
 
Received: Comment about the difficulty of returning recalled books during the Christmas 
vacation, not helped by the adverse weather conditions.  
 
Noted: Students have to weigh up the risk of books being recalled from them if they are away 
from University, and ensure they can return them if requested to, otherwise face a fine for late 
return.  
 
Noted: The library has a fines query form that students are welcome to complete if they have 
experienced serious extenuating circumstances which prevented them from returning a book on 
time. The library will consider each form on its own merit, after checking the details with the 
student’s College / Department. 
 
Noted: Full-time undergraduate students are entitled to free reference access to 170 University 
Libraries in the UK, via the SCONUL ACCESS scheme.  
 
Action: If members of the Forum have suggestions of alternatives to the recall system, let the 
Queen’s Campus Library Manager know. 
 

Received: Student concern about the security of personal possessions in the Information 
Resource Centre. 
 
Noted: All library customers are responsible for ensuring their own possessions remain safe. 
The library does not recommend that individuals leave their valuables unattended. 
 
Action: Helen Thornber to send Queen’s Campus Library Manager notices to put up in the IRC 
warning everyone to be vigilant about keeping their valuables safe. 
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Received: Comment that there aren’t enough core text books for everyone to share. 
 
Noted: The Library is making a conscious effort to increase the number of e-books available to 
improve access, however not all core text books are available electronically.   
 
Noted: As mentioned at the meeting in November the Library can often scan and make 
available a digitised copy of an article/chapter from a text or journal held at Durham University 
Library, or obtain a copyright-cleared copy from the British Library if the source of the article is 
not in stock at Durham, (at a cost to the University Library), which can then be made available 
electronically. 
The contact email address for this service is library.digitisation@durham.ac.uk. 
 
Noted: As mentioned at the meeting in November the Library relies on academic departments 
submitting reading lists of core texts by the end of June so that we can ensure that we have the 
books available for the start of the academic year. 
 
Noted: Students are welcome to let their Faculty Support Librarian know if there are particular 
core text books that aren’t available in the library. They can ask their lecturers to supply reading 
lists to the library, or students can pass them direct to the library, if there are concerns they 
haven’t received one.  
 
 
 
2. NOISE ZONES 
 
Four comments about the noise zone trial in the Information Resource Centre (IRC) have been 
received via the ‘you say, we say’ online forum. The comments are mixed, with three being 
positive overall, but wanting some changes to furniture to make the space work better i.e. more 
tables needed in the group work area. Two of the comments are supportive of the expansion of 
the silent zone, whereas one doesn’t think this is necessary, and another wants computers in the 
silent zone. 
 
One of the library quick questions on the library home web page ‘Is there a good balance of 
group and silent study areas in Queen’s Campus Library?’ elicited a variety of responses. Out of 
49 people who voted, 39% said yes, and liked the current layout, 35% said no, and thought the 
library to be too loud, 8% voted yes, but would like things to be moved around to make the 
space work better, 4% voted no, there’s too much quiet space, and 14% gave alternative 
answers.  
  
Action: Students to continue to feedback ideas on how to improve the study space at Queen’s 
Campus Library by the end of term via the online forum at 
http://www.dur.ac.uk/library/qclnoisezones/. 
 
Noted: Comments received will be collated during the Easter vacation and will give an indication 
as to how to reorganise the space in the IRC. Re-organisation of furniture in the IRC is to take 
place during the summer vacation, to keep disruption to a minimum.  
 
 
 
 
3. LIBRARY OPENING HOURS 
 
Noted: The Main Library in Durham and Queen’s Campus Library will provide 24/7 opening 
during the first six weeks of the Easter term when exams take place, from Saturday 24 April to 
Midnight on Friday 4 June.  The library will publicise this via the library web pages, the library tab 
on DUO, Twitter, Facebook etc.  
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Action: Please can all student representatives inform their fellow students about this, as it will 
be a case of use it or lose it.  
 
Noted: If usage of the Library is found to be significant during the additional opening hours, 
consideration will be given to providing 24/7 opening hours again during subsequent Easter term 
exam periods. 
 
 
 
4. LIBRARY FEEDBACK 
 
Noted: Students are welcome to add their comments/queries about the services the Library 
offers via the web-link: 
http://www.dur.ac.uk/yousay.wesay/viewforum.php?f=6& 

 

Noted: Quick poll questions are on the front of the library web pages, with a couple of different 
ones each week. Students are encouraged to vote as the information gathered from the polls will 
have an impact on how we improve on the services we provide in the library. 
 
Received: Will the library offer incentives to reply to the quick polls, such as prizes? 
 
Noted: A prize draw is under tentative consideration; however the library doesn’t want the 
motivation for completing a poll to be that of gaining a prize.  
 
Noted: Students are welcome to pass their feedback on library services via whatever means is 
best for them: in person, by email, via the online forums, facebook or twitter. If there are any 
other mechanisms of communication students think the library should be using, let the library 
know. 
 
Received: Nicky Godfrey, DSU Welfare Officer reported that there is to be a student forum 
meeting with the library and ITS at DSU in Durham, and she has been asked by Jon Purcell to 
find out from the student reps at this meeting if they thought it would be worthwhile organising 
one at Queen’s Campus. 
 
Noted: Although concern was expressed that not many students may turn up, the student reps. 
agreed that it may be worthwhile organising a meeting at Queen’s Campus. 
 
 
5. ACTIONS FROM THE LAST MINUTES 
 
Noted: Due to a request made at the last meeting Queen’s Campus Library has provided a 
laminating service since the end of November 2009. It is on a table opposite the library counter. 
Laminating pouches can be purchased from the library, 40p for A4 and 65p for A3. 
 
Noted: The library asked ITS if a dedicated printer could be made available in the IRC after a 
request was made during the last meeting. Unfortunately ITS have informed the Library that this 
isn’t possible. 
 
 
 
6. DATE / VENUE OF THE NEXT MEETING:  
 
 Tuesday 16 November 2010 at 1pm in D222 
 
 
 


